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ABSTRACT ~ The  results of applying da ta  from the Danish 
polarimetric SAR (EMISAR) t,o estimate soil moisture for bare 
fields have been presented. Fully calibrated C-band SAR irn- 
ages for h h ,  vv and cross polarizations have been used in t.his 
study. The  measured surface roughness da t a  showed that clas- 
sical roughness autocorrelation functions (Gaussian and Expo- 
nential) were not able to  fit nat,ural surfaces well. A Gauss-Exp 
hybrid model which agreed better with t,he measured da ta  has 
been proposed. Theoretical surfacc sca tkr ing  models (POM. 
IEM),  as well as an empirical model for retrieval of soil mois- 
ture and surface rms height [l] froni CO- and cross-polarized 
ratio, have been examined, but t,he resiilts are less sat.isfactory. 
As soil moistsure response to backscattering coefficient CTO is 
mainly coupled to surface roughness effect for bare fields. a bi- 
linrar model conpling volumetric soil nioist,ure m ,, and surface 
rms height r t o  co has been applied. This model has previ- 
ously been investigated with MAESTRO-] da t a  at, Flevoland 
in The  Netherlands [?I. The  results ~ I O I T I  t,he present analysis 
showed that  correlation coefficient,s between the model and the 
observed ro  are 0.86-0.81 for hh. v v  and liv ( v h )  polarizations. 
For estimation of surfacr parameters with t,he bilinear model. 
t,he c:orrelat.ion cocficient betwecn t,he cstimated and measured 
soil moist,ure, as wcll as r n s  height, is about 0.77. To improve 
t,he result,, t,hr local incidence aiigles nped to he taken into ac- 
col1 n t .  
IN TROD UCTION 
Radar remote sensing has for many years showed great po- 
t,entials for nicasurement, of t>op layer soil moisture in large and 
small scales a t  all-weather conditions [ 3 ,  41. However. the soil 
moistailre response t,o t,he backscattering coefficient 0' is in- 
fluenced by vegetation and surface roughness effects, and the 
int,eraction among all three is not well understood. Lots of 
work has heeii done t,o model the relations among them. This 
paper presents some results 011 the estimat.ion of soil nioisture 
using da ta  froni the Danish polarirnet,ric SAK acquired over an 
agric ul t, u r a1 test sit e in J 11 t land, Dciiuiark, 
The  Danish polarirnet,ric SAR (EMISAR) is a result, of a re- 
search and devclopnient project, init iakd in 19863 at  t,hf, Electro- 
magnetics 1nst.itute ( E M I )  of the Technical t!niversity of Den- 
mark [ 5 ] .  The  SA11 was first, flown in 1989 and later a fully 
polarimetric systrm was developed, which has successfully a<- 
quired da ta  since l Y Y 3  [ G I .  The  polarimetric ext,ensions of the 
system has heen cosponsored by t,he ELJ's Joint, Research G n -  
t re  (JRC:). A n  L-band 111 with full  polarimetric capability 
wa5 completed aud t,ested early 1995 ['i] 'The EMISAR is used 
f o r  scientific cxperirnents c.onductrtl hy the Danish (:entre for 
Remote Sensing (D(:RS) which was established carly 1994 at, 
EMJ by t,hc Ua.nish National Research Foundation. 
The. SA11 system is iiistallcd on a Danish Air Forcr Gulf-  
strcarri aircraft,, and i t  is Irorrnally operated from an altit iide 
of approximately 13.000 km, where the spatial resolution is 2 
m by 2 m. the ground range swath is approximately 12  km 
and typical angles of incidence angle range from 30 to 60. T h e  
processed da ta  from this system are fully calibrated by using 
an internal calibration system suppleniented by optional exter- 
nal calibration targets. The  cross polarisation contamination 
is generally suppressed by more than  30 dB. T h e  incidence an- 
gle for all the test fields is approximately 43 degrees, therefore 
incidence angle difference is ignored in the following analysis. 
EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION 
One of the science projects conducted by DCKS is related to  
agricultural applications of multifrequency polarimetric SAR 
data  including estimation of soil moistlure. DCRS is collabo- 
rating with Research Center Foulum (RCF) on this project, 
arid the da t a  used in this paper were acquired a t  an agricul- 
tural test site a t  RCF in Jutland, Denmark, on April 28th. 
The test fields include a wheat field and two bare fields. T h e  
wheat p lank  at  early growth stage are less than  10 c m  in height 
and are sparse with green leaf area index (GLAI) of 0.16-0.19 
( c m 2 / e m 2 ) ,  therefore the vegetation effect, can he neglected and 
the wheat field is treated as a hare one. One of the bare fields 
had three different scales of roughness produced with different 
types of rollers t o  test the roughness effect. T h e  other hare 
field was partly irrigated in order t o  generate different degrees 
of water content for testing the soil moisture effect. Sampling 
lines in each test field were pre-determined according to  water 
content arid roughness variations. T h e  top 0-5 cm and 0-10 
cm layer volumetric soil moisture were measured with TDR 
(Time Domain Reflectance) a t  every 25 meters (10 meters for 
the irrigated field) along sampling lines. T h e  dielectric con- 
stant of soil was computed from soil moisture and soil texture 
da ta  using an empirical model [8]. The  soil surface roughness 
\vas measured by a self-made instrument which is a wooden 
board with a 2-meter ruler attached. The  surface height pro- 
file along the board is sampled at  every 1 c m  by measuring the 
vertical distance from the soil top to  the edge of the horizontal 
board. Two or three roughness measurements were taken a t  
each field and each measurement contained two sampling pro- 
files - along and across flight direction. Climatological da t a  
and other ground t ruth da t a  were also collected throughout 
the campaign period. The  in-situ da ta  collection was made 
i n  connection with the DANMAC-project (Danish Multisensor 
Airborne Campaign). 
GAUSS- EX P AUT 0 C 0 RRE L AT IO N FUNCTION 
FOR SURFACE ROUGHNESS 
The surface roughness spectrum which is the Fourier trans- 
form of the autocorrelation function of the surface height, in- 
fluences t,heoretical rnodelling of the backscattering coefficient. 
1-sually, Gaussian or exponential functions are applied as the 
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autocorrelation model for rough soil surface. Besides, oth- 
ers such as 1.5-power or two-scale models are also used [Y]. 
However, these models were not able to  describe the measured 
roughness data. The  Gaussian model gave an overestimation 
in the region close to  t,he origin and an underestimation at  
the tail, and vice versa for the exponential model. Other two- 
scale models have been exanlined too, but no good agreement 
was achieved. Therefore, a new hybrid autocorrelation func- 
tion called the Gauss-Exp model has been investigated. I t  is 
the product of Gaussian and Exponential function: 
where E is the displacement and L is the correlation length. 
measured 0 
Gaussian - - 
Expoiieiitial - 
Gauss-Exp . . - - 
- 
0.2 - 
0 50 100 150 200 
R,ough Surface Displacement [ (mm)  
Figure 1: Comparisons between Gaussian, Exponential and 
Gauss-Exp autocorrelation function with measured roughness 
data .  
This function is seen to be just bet,ween Gaussian and expo- 
nential model and agrees well with experimental data .  Fig. 1 
presents a typical correlation function measured and its corre- 
spondence with Gaussian, exponential and Gauss-Exp model. 
Another feature of (1) is that  its n t h  power p " ( 0  has the same 
form as p ( 0 ,  which is convenient for theoretical calculation of 
the high-order roughness spectrum [Y].  No closed form can be 
derived from the Fourier transform of ( I ) ,  therefore a numerical 
approach has to be used to find the spectrurn. The  model has 
been tested wit,h experimental da t a  cited from [l] which were 
measured at  t>he IJniversity of Michigan. Data were available 
for an incidence angle range from 20°-600. The  soil surface of 
the test, fields was well fitted with the Gauss-Exp correlation. 
TJsing the Integrated Equation Model (IEM) [9] it has been 
shown that  theoretical results based on the Gauss-Exp model 
fitted the da t a  better than those based on both the Gaussian 
and the exponential model. 
COMPARISON WITH THEORETICAL MODELS 
The evaluation of the applicability of classical scattering 
models to  the SAR da ta  has been made according to rough- 
ness scales. The  measured roughness parameters extend from 
kcr = 0.27 to  kcr = 1.35 and from k1 = 5.85 to k l  = 15.22 
(where k is the wave number, CJ is the  rms height and I is 
the correlat,ion length). I t  is identified that  the roughness con- 
ditions fall into the valid regions of the IEM and partly into 
the Physical Optical Model ( P O M ) ,  but outside the regions of 
the Small Perturbation Model (SPM) and Geometric Optical 
Model (GOM) [IO]. Therefore, IEM and POM are applied in 
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Figure 2: Comparisons of go between IEM and measured data. 
Fig. 2 presents the result of the computed backscattering co- 
efficient by IEM compared with the measured one. Gaussian, 
Exponential and Gauss-Exp correlation model are applied re- 
spectively. I t  is obvious that  none of the three correlation mod- 
els can give consistent agreement with the SAR data. Most of 
the computed values are larger than the SAR observed so tha t  
they are above the 1:l line. I t  seems tha t  Gaussian model 
is the best to  some extent, but many computed points with 
this model are very small. T h e  exponential model produces cro 
about 6dB higher than the observed. T h e  Gauss-Exp model 
gives in general results about 4dB larger than the SAR data .  
Similar results are obtained for the POM. Contrary t o  IEM, all 
the points for the POM are placed about l O d B  below the 1:1 
line. 
Thus, the conclusions from the comparison with theoretical 
solutions are: the observed SAR da ta  disagree with IEM and 
POM predictions. The  reason for this is probably an inaccurate 
correlation length 1. Calculation shows tha t  the variation of U' 
with IEM and POM is sensitive t o  the variation of k2 as well 
as kcr. The  simple instrument used for roughness measurement 
could give reliable value of cr because of the large number of 
height samples taken, but the value of 1 may be questionable 
because the l c m  sampling interval is sparse for estimation of 
1. Another difficulty may be the periodical structure of natural 
soil surface. The surfaces along and across the row (planting) 
direction might show quite different correlation lengths. The  
1 used in the calculation is the mean value of 2 a t  the along 
and across flight directions. Hence, the sensitivity of the model 
results on the correlation length will be studied in a future 
analysis, as well as the influence of the row direction effect. 
For estimation of m, and (r, the  empirical model for CO- and 
cross-polarized ratio for rough surface [1] has also been exam- 
ined with the observed da ta  and the solution is unsatisfactory. 
The  maximum correlation coefficient between the model pre- 
dicted and the observed da ta  is 0.5. 
BILINEAR MODEL FOR cr A N D  m, 
The  semi-empirical model developed by Ulaby et al. proba- 
bly is the most simple and popular one used for soil moisture 
retrieval [lo]. I t  is a linear correspondence between oo and m,. 
Roughness effects are implied in the coefficients of the model. 
be,,,( dB) = A + Bmt, ( 2 )  
where A, B are constant coefficients related to  roughness, inci- 
dence angle and polarization. 
Based on the analysis of MAESTRO-1 SAR d a t a  [2], it is 
found that  there is also a linear correspondence between U' and 
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Figure 3: Regression of bilinear inodrl with in,, 
rms  height cr under t,he assiinipt,ion t.hat, nioist.ure sensit,ivity B 
has an  eligible dependence on surface roughness. Therefore a 
bilinear model among go, CT and m,, is investigated. 
where Ao, AI, B are coilstant coefficients similar t o  ( 2 ) .  
Both (2)  and ( 3 )  are examined with the present d a t a  set.. 
T h e  correlation coefficients T betaween no and ni,, with ( 2 )  are 
about  0.65, and with ( 3 ) ,  r increases to  0.84. 0.86 and 0.81 
for hh,  vv and hv polarizations, respectively. I t  illustrates 
Bhat the linear correspondence (2)  is modified by accounting 
for roughness effect. T h e  positive values of the coefficients i l l  
and B show that, larger roughness and moisture value result 
in stronger backscatt,ering. Fig. 3 shows the variations of crliOtc 
versus m, when roughness has been accounted for. T h e  regres- 
sions of ( 3 )  for hh,  vv and hv polarizat,ions are also shown i n  
the  figure. 
obtained. If the rms height could be evaluated, soil moisture 
could be estimated from ( 3 ) .  
To improve the  results, the  local incidence angle effect should 
he accounted for, as the test fields are  not flat, local inclination 
angle at some of the  sampling points could be as large as & l o  
degrees. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, EMISAK d a t a  have been applied to study the 
effects of soil moisture and surface roughness for hare fields. 
A hybrid Gauss-Exp aut,ocorrelation function is investigated, 
which gives better agreement, for natural soil surface. Classi- 
cal models are applied to  compu1.e backscattering coefficient 
and some deviation is observed. Further analysis is needed to  
establish the sources of t.hese deviations. A linear model for No. 1, pp. 171-179. 
bare soil hackscalter is used and modified as a bilinear relation 
by accounting for the  roughness effect. T h e  bilinear model 
i s  regressed with t,hc observed d a t a  and good correlations are 
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